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Introduction:

For the data analysis report, I chose to work with the airline safety dataset in the fivethirtyeight package.
This dataset includes the variables: airline, a binary variable representing if regional subsidiaries are included
or not for each airline, the available seat kilometers flown every week, the total number of incidents for the
years 1985-1999 & 2000-2014, the total number of fatal accidents for the years 1985-1999 & 2000-2014, and
the total number of fatalities for the years 1985-1999 & 2000-2014, totaling 9 variables across the dataset. I
decided to drop the columns for the years 1985-1999 to make my data more current and to help simplify the
overall analysis.

I found this data by downloading fivethirtyeight, loading the package, and pulling up datasets from the
list to see what interested me the most. Out of the 6 variables from the reduced dataset, there is one
categorical explanatory variable (airline), one binary variable (incl_reg_subsidiaries), and the rest are
numeric explanatory variables. In total, there are 56 observations for 56 different airlines. Thus, there
is one observation per group for the airline categorical variable, and one observation per group for the
incl_reg_subsidiaries binary variable. This dataset interested me because I found that it addresses an
important topic: airline safety, and one that people could find value and meaning in. I wanted to make sure
that I chose a topic that is more broad and applies to a huge population: people who have flown before.

Question: Are there any underlying correlations we can find among the set of observed vari-
ables in the airline safety dataset?

The main reasoning behind my curiosity is when observing the airline safety dataset or any dataset, how can
we make relationships out of all the numbers that are presented to us? Specific to the airline safety dataset,
can we make connections with the number of available seat kilometers flown every week to the number of
fatal accidents an airline has had? What about the number of incidents? This is my question.

Approach:

This can be properly done through Principal Component Analysis (PCA), as it helps to summarize the
correlations of variables by identifying patterns from data that has been simplified through the distillation of
variables down to their most important features without losing their most important traits. PCA reduces the
dimensionality of features without losing a significant amount of valuable information.

Dimensionality Reduction:
# data()
# Loading and preparing dataset for PCA model

airline_safety1 <- airline_safety %>% select(-incidents_85_99,
-fatal_accidents_85_99, -fatalities_85_99)

head(airline_safety1)

## # A tibble: 6 x 6
## airline incl_reg_subsid~ avail_seat_km_p~ incidents_00_14 fatal_accidents~
## <chr> <lgl> <dbl> <int> <int>
## 1 Aer Li~ FALSE 320906734 0 0
## 2 Aerofl~ TRUE 1197672318 6 1
## 3 Aeroli~ FALSE 385803648 1 0
## 4 Aerome~ TRUE 596871813 5 0
## 5 Air Ca~ FALSE 1865253802 2 0
## 6 Air Fr~ FALSE 3004002661 6 2
## # ... with 1 more variable: fatalities_00_14 <int>
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# PCA code here
pca_airline <- airline_safety1
airline_nums <- pca_airline %>% select_if(is.numeric) %>% scale
rownames(airline_nums) <- pca_airline$Name

## Warning: Unknown or uninitialised column: `Name`.
airline_pca <- princomp(airline_nums)
names(airline_pca)

## [1] "sdev" "loadings" "center" "scale" "n.obs" "scores" "call"
# summary of PCA code
summary(airline_pca, loadings = T)

## Importance of components:
## Comp.1 Comp.2 Comp.3 Comp.4
## Standard deviation 1.5577404 0.9978638 0.58959722 0.39832051
## Proportion of Variance 0.6176686 0.2534591 0.08848633 0.04038599
## Cumulative Proportion 0.6176686 0.8711277 0.95961401 1.00000000
##
## Loadings:
## Comp.1 Comp.2 Comp.3 Comp.4
## avail_seat_km_per_week 0.473 0.550 0.582 0.369
## incidents_00_14 0.539 0.397 -0.425 -0.610
## fatal_accidents_00_14 0.545 -0.354 -0.482 0.588
## fatalities_00_14 0.435 -0.645 0.499 -0.383
eigval <- airline_pca$sdev^2 #squaring to convert SDs to eigenvalues
eigval # eigenvalues

## Comp.1 Comp.2 Comp.3 Comp.4
## 2.4265552 0.9957321 0.3476249 0.1586592
varprop = round(eigval/sum(eigval), 2) #proportion of var explained by each PC

ggplot() + geom_bar(aes(y = varprop, x = 1:4), stat = "identity") +
xlab("") + geom_path(aes(y = varprop, x = 1:4)) + geom_text(aes(x = 1:4,
y = varprop, label = round(varprop, 2)), vjust = 1, col = "white",
size = 5) + scale_y_continuous(breaks = seq(0, 0.6, 0.2),
labels = scales::percent) + scale_x_continuous(breaks = 1:10)
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# Picking PCs until cumulative proportion of variance is > 80%

# cumulative proportion of variance, keeping the first 2
round(cumsum(eigval)/sum(eigval), 2)

## Comp.1 Comp.2 Comp.3 Comp.4
## 0.62 0.87 0.96 1.00
# saving the first two PCs in a dataframe
airlinedf <- data.frame(PC1 = airline_pca$scores[, 1], PC2 = airline_pca$scores[,

2])

# plotting
ggplot(airlinedf, aes(PC1, PC2)) + geom_point()
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## making a byplot quickly:
library(factoextra)

## Welcome! Want to learn more? See two factoextra-related books at https://goo.gl/ve3WBa
fviz_pca_biplot(airline_pca)
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PCA − Biplot

For the dimensionality reduction analysis, as the PCA algorithm used the numeric variables only, we
can see that the 4 variables: avail_seat_km_per_week, incidents_00_14, fatal_accidents_00_14, and
fatalities_00_14, were converted to 2 uncorrelated variables (PC variables). After graphing the cumulative
proportion of variances and also listing them, I chose to keep the first two components, as 0.62+0.25=0.87
eclipsed the 0.80 mark. Thus, the dataset was reduced in this process and still keeps most of the information.

From the plot, we can see that the direction of the axis to the left with an upward slope, is the first principal
component with the greatest variation. We can then see that the perpendicular direction to the right is
the second principal component with the next greatest variance (greatest variability of what’s left). From
the summary statement, we can see that PC1 alone captured about 62% of all the variance across all 4 of
the variables used. PC2 then captured about 25% of all the variance across the variables; so when adding
these two values together, this equals to 0.87. Analyzing the results of the summary statement and knowing
our PC variables (Comp. 1 and Comp. 2), we can see that PC1 has a decently high average for all 4
variables, averaging out to about a 0.50 rate for each. Thus, the high scores for PC1 represent the airlines
on average, high positive values for each variable: the highest for Incidents_00_14, only the third highest
for the available_seat_km_per_week variable but still objectively high at 0.473, and the second highest
for each of the two other numeric variables. The low scores for PC1 would then represent the opposite:
lower values for all 4 variables. Switching gears to PC2, we can see that it consists of high values for the
variables: avail_seat_km_per_week and incidents_00_14, but low values in the negatives for the variables:
fatal_accidents_00_14 and fatalities_00_14.

Thus, we can conclude that the high scores for PC2 tend to have high values for these two variables:
avail_seat_km_per_week and incidents_00_14, but very low values for fatal_accidents_00_14 and
fatalities_00_14, while the low scores for PC2 tend to have the opposite effect: higher values for fa-
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tal_accidents_00_14 and fatalities_00_14. From the biplot, we can also make sense of this as both variable
pairs point to the opposite direction from each other (upward, downward). It is helpful that with a dimen-
sionality reduction tool like PCA, based on how airlines score on each component, we can make predictions
for the amounts of each numeric variable per airline.
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